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MODULAR UNMANNED
GROUND VEHICLEZEUS

No area must be inaccessi-
ble to your UGV. Zeus is
able to tackle a wide range of
terrains, both indoors (such
as commercial, domestic

and public buildings) and outdoors. Transport links such
as buses, trains and aeroplanes, and obstacles such as
stairs and slopes (including lateral) present no problems.

TERRAIN CAPABILITY

You need to deploy quickly
and in small vehicles.
You don’t want special
dedicated vehicles, and from
your Incident Control Point

(ICP) you want your UGV moving as quickly as possible
to the threat area. Zeus is light and quick to deploy. Within
3 minutes of arriving Zeus is up and running, and in less
than 2 minutes can be at a suspect area that is 100m away.

TRANSPORTATION & DEPLOYMENT

ZEUS offers three major
benefits with its modular
design:
Configure To Mission;
Zeus can be configured from

a lightweight simple UGV to a fully  capable EOD UGV.
Repair In Field; Almost all of the critical sub sections of
Zeus can be replaced, to be back up & running in
minutes.
Ease of Transportation; ZEUS can be broken down
quickly, carried to the desired location, reassembled &
made ready for operation in minutes.

UGV MODULARITY

http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-terrain-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-transportation-deployment/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-modularity/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-communications-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-surveillance-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-reach-dexterity-capability/
http://www.mediafire.com/download/8ff8xf62apm2xsg/
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MODULAR UNMANNED
GROUND VEHICLE

The ability to control UGVs in
different terrains including
urban is crucial to the
success of any mission.
Zeus has a number of tools
to ensure this. Typically, you will want to work at
100-500m, & want to use radio control as this permits the
most flexible driving ability & increase manoeuvrability.
Zeus has a range of up to 1km and takes advantage of
COFDM techniques. In addition, a fibre optic tether is
available for when radio communication isn’t an option.

COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY

You need to have good
situational awareness whilst
driving, being able to see the
surrounding     environment,
planning your route through
the terrain, avoiding areas that could present a hazard to
your mission, and overcoming whatever is in Zeus’ path.
Zeus’ 5 cameras, capable of working in low light levels &
with integrated white & Infra-red lights give you the ability
to navigate your way through the toughest missions.

SURVEILLANCE CAPABILITY

To search and render safe
IEDs, you need to be able to
reach up high, stretch out in
front, behind and to the side.
Devices could be in any
orientation and you need to be able to aim disruptors easy
at them, regardless of their location. They could even be
below you, hidden in culverts or under bridges. Zeus’ long
3 section arm gives you the capability to reach and
manipulate into difficult and awkward areas.

REACH & DEXTERITY CAPABILITY

SCAN/CLICK CODE TO
VIEW FULL ZEUS

DETAILED LITERATURE

http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-terrain-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-transportation-deployment/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-modularity/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-communications-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-surveillance-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-reach-dexterity-capability/
http://www.mediafire.com/download/8ff8xf62apm2xsg/
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It is unknown where a
suspect device could be, so
you need to be ready for all
scenarios. It may be
necessary to work in dark,

light, wet, dry, hot, cold and dusty conditions. ZEUS offers
resistance to water, chemicals, sand & dust, temperature
and explosive environments.

CLIMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITY

A UGV should not just be a
surveillance platform, but be
able to deliver a wide range
of other capabilities such as
render safe tools or CBRNe

techniques. Zeus has the strength and ability to carry a
considerable range of additional payload tools, including
disruptors, user filled charges, firing circuits, CBRNe
sensors, shotguns, X-rays, bi-directional audio and GPS.

EXTENDING CAPABILITY

Mission duration is a critical
factor and Zeus’ 2-4 hour
mission duration delivers.
You need to be confident
that the battery will survive

the mission and give you sufficient feedback to replace or
recharge batteries before it is too late. A UGV stuck in an
uncleared area gives 2 problems: Loss of remote
capability, and also having to send an operator to retrieve
it.

POWER CAPABILITY

MODULAR UNMANNED
GROUND VEHICLEZEUS

http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-climatic-environmental-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-extending-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-power-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-training/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-electromagnetic-capability/
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle/zeus-ugv-mechanical-environmental-capability-2/
http://www.mediafire.com/download/8ff8xf62apm2xsg/
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The very best equipment, as
designed and produced by
NIC, will always achieve the
desired result as all applica-
tions are vigorously tested.
To ensure that all equipment is used correctly and works
consistently, NIC provides comprehensive training to
ensure success when using your equipment on live tasks.

TRAINING

You cannot risk interference
either way between electrical
equipment and your UGV.
You need your UGV to have
high levels of immunity from
other electrical noise & static discharge, and to have low
levels of electrical emissions. Zeus has been robustly
tested to international standards to be resistant against
electrical noise, give out minimum emissions, and be
resistant to electrostatic shock.

ELECTROMAGNETIC CAPABILITY

Rough handling, vibration,
being dropped and tipping
over are all potential hazards
to your UGV and you need to
ensure that none of these
‘mechanical  environments’ will damage it or stop your
mission from being successful. Zeus has been  robustly
tested to international standards to be resistant against the
most harsh mechanical environments.

MECHANICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITY

MODULAR UNMANNED
GROUND VEHICLE

SCAN/CLICK CODE TO
VIEW FULL ZEUS

DETAILED LITERATURE
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http://www.nicltd.co.uk/products/eodiedd-systems/hook-and-line/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/66j3oU6KA8w?rel=0
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/products/search-systems/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoof4V6vInRfpQipTa1LiVw
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/1520013/
https://twitter.com/nic_inst
https://www.facebook.com/NICInstrumentsLtd
https://plus.google.com/110956670875689440699
http://www.nicltd.co.uk/zeus-ultimate-modular-unmanned-ground-vehicle
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxGfVfpQeUohezqVRCpyWjMkooskDa1aL
http://www.mediafire.com/file/gf5j1gwwyv58fg1/
http://www.mediafire.com/download/rukanlki6nsoup5/
http://www.mediafire.com/download/k40ypdhvyqt13re/
http://www.mediafire.com/download/8ff8xf62apm2xsg/
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Specialists in design and manufacture of Explosive
Ordnance Disposal and High Threat Search Equipment

Steve Wisbey BEng
Managing Director

NIC INSTRUMENTS LTD
Gladstone Road

Folkestone, Kent
CT19 5NF, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1303 851022
Fax: +44 (0) 8707 877487
Mob: +44 (0) 7771 663156
email: steve@nicltd.co.uk
web: www.nicltd.co.uk

James Middleton BEng
Sales Manager

NIC INSTRUMENTS LTD
Gladstone Road

Folkestone, Kent
CT19 5NF, UK
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Hook & Line,
EOD Equipment

Search & Inspection
Equipment
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Gladstone Road,
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Tel: +44 (0) 1303 851022
Fax: +44 (0) 1303 850155
email: sales@nicltd.co.uk
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